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Apparatus for producing a nonwoven batting from a 
lightweight web of continuous filaments by cross lap ping the lightweight web. 
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CROSS LAPPING APPARATUS 
This application is a continuation of application Ser. 

No. 63,924 filed Aug. 14, 1970, now abandoned, which 
is in turn a division of application Ser. No. 698,842 
filed Jan. 8, 1968, now U.S. Pat. No. 3,550,215. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to the production of batting 
materials and an apparatus therefor. 
Cross lapped battings have been previously known 

and prepared by various methods. More recently, 
methods have been developed for producing light 
weight webs of continuous filaments whereby the light 
weight webs can be cross lapped into heavier weight 
battings of high bulk. Such battings are particularly 
useful for the production of cushioning materials such 
as pillows, mattresses, furniture cushioning and the 
like. The fibrous web produced is normally of a light 
weight construction such as less than about 1 pound 
per square yard and more preferably less than one-half 
a pound per square yard. Many of these webs have a 
weight measured in a few ounces or fractions of an 
ounce per square yard. 
An apparatus and process for producing batting ma 

terials from continuous filament tows is described in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 568,877, filed July 29, 
1966 in the name of George A. Watson, now aban 
doned in favor of application Ser. No. 37,416 filed May 
3, 1970, now U.S. Pat. No. 3,660,867, assigned to the 
same assignee as the present application. The present 
application describes an improvement in the process 
and apparatus described by Watson and therefore, the 
disclosure of Watson is hereby incorporated into the 
present specification. 
While the apparatus described by Watson produced 

excellent battings from lightweight webs it was found 
that the nature of the lightweight web tended to limit 
the speed of operation of the apparatus due to the delay 
caused by the falling of the web onto the collection 
means. The extremely lightweight web tended to para 
chute slowly onto the collection means due to its buoy 
ancy in air. 
One object of the present invention is to provide a 

novel, economical and highly efficient method for cross 
lapping lightweight webs of substantially parallel con 
tinuous filaments at increased speeds and efficiencies. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
method and apparatus for improving the uniformity of 
cross lapped products. Other objects of this invention 
will become apparent to those skilled in the art from 
the description which follows. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the invention, an apparatus is 
provided for cross-lapping lightweight webs by means 
of a traversing structure which supplies a longitudinally 
moving lightweight web of continuous filaments onto a 
moving collection means by alternately moving the web 
in opposite directions across said collection means 
while depositing the web in a folded condition onto said 
collection means, the improvement comprising gas jet 
means positioned above said collection means and said 
web, said jets being positioned across the width of said 
web and being directed downwardly onto said web at 
an acute angle to the traversing means. In addition, the 
present invention is directed to the process of operating 
said cross lapper wherein a high-volume air source of 
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2 
relatively low pressure is directed onto the falling web 
thereby substantially overcoming the air buoyancy of 
the web. 
The present invention finds its greatest utility in the 

handling of fine, lightweight, diaphanous, flexible, co 
hesive, spread webs of substantially parallel, crimped 
continuous filaments as described for example in Bel 
gian Pat. No. 656,031 and the corresponding South Af. 
rican patent application No. 64/5387. The present pro 
cess and apparatus substantially overcome the problem 
caused by the buoyancy in air and the air turbulence 
created by the rapid passage of the cross lapper over 
the collection means. By the present method and appa 
ratus, the lag time required for the freely falling web to 
reach the collection point is significantly reduced. 
Thus, the speed of operation can be increased while at 
the same time, improving the uniformity of the cross 
lapped batting produced. 

DETALS OF THE INVENTION 

The invention will be more fully described by refer 
ence to the drawings in which, 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of one type of cross lap 
ping apparatus particularly useful with the present in 
vention showing one means for positioning the gaseous 
jet means; and 
FIG. 2 is a sectional schematic showing the path of 

the web in relationship to the position of the gas jets 
during the traverse movement of the cross-lapping ap 
paratus. 

Referring to FIG. 1, which illustrates a preferred type 
of cross lapper, a wide, spread web 9 of deregistered, 
crimped, substantially parallel, continuous filaments is 
supplied continuously to a pair of feed rolls 11 and 12. 
The web drops down from the feed rolls into a wide piv 
oted chute 13 made up of a pair of relatively closely 
spaced rigid panels or 'doors' 14 and 16 which are 
mounted for oscillating or swinging movement together 
about pivotal axis 17. The web passes downward be 
tween the doors 14 and 16 and is distributed, by their 
oscillating action, back and forth across a continuously 
moving apron 18 (which is preferably a moving endless 
belt) to form cross-lapped batting 19. 
Web 9, which may be 20 to 50 inches or more wide 

for example, may be produced from a crimped tow of 
a great many continuous filaments such as 30,000 or 
more or less, by passing the tow through a banding de 
vice to straighten the tow, a threaded roll device to 
deregister the crimps of adjacent filaments and a series 
of air spreaders which subsequently spread the tow to 
a lightweight web. This web 9 is fed to a cross lapper 
as illustrated in FIG. 1. The foregoing procedure is de 
scribed in detail in the previously mentioned Belgian 
patent. 
The unitary oscillating movement of the two doors 14 

and 16 may be effected in any suitable manner, as by 
mechanical means pneumatic or hydraulic cylinder 33, 
wherein the flow of fluid to the cylinder is regularly re 
versed by a suitable valve 34 controlled in turn by ad 
justably mounted limit switches 36, 37 which are en 
gaged by laterally extending projections on the doors. 
Thus, when the doors reach the predetermined limit of 
their swing in either direction a limit switch 36 or 37 is 
tripped by one of these projections, causing the piston 
of the cylinder 33 to reverse its direction of movement. 
While various types of traversing means can be used, 

the use of a chute 13 makes it possible to produce bat 
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tings whose width is considerably greater than the tra 
verse distance of the lower end of the chute. For exam 
ple, battings of about 84 inches wide have been pro 
duced with a traverse distance of only about 48 inches. 
This effect is particularly noticeable when the web is 
fed at a high speed. While not wishing to be bound by 
any particular explanation, it is believed that this effect 
is attributable to the air currents and dynamics gener 
ated in the operation of the device. However, this gen 
erated air current which is particularly useful for ex 
tending the width of the cross lapped material is also 
the source of the limiting factor of cross lapping speeds. 
The present invention involved the placement of gas 

jet means 30 which are capable of issuing a large vol. 
ume of relatively low pressure air or other gaseous me 
dium such as steam, onto the top of the falling web 
being cross lapped. Preferably, the gaseous jets need 
only be operated during the back stroke of the cross 
lapper such that gas issues alternately from both sides 
of the cross lapper during the back stroke thereof. 
However, it is readily recognized that under certain op 
erating conditions it may be desirable to operate the 
apparatus wherein gas continuously is exhausted from 
the jets during both the forward and backward move 
Inent of the cross apper. 
The gas jet supply apparatus 28 and 29 is conve 

niently operated under a surge tank effect wherein a 
plurality of gas jet outlets 30 are positioned along the 
lower side of tanks 28 and 29. While a plurality of jet 
openings have been found to be particularly suitable, a 
narrow slit spanning the length of the tank can also be 
used. 
The tanks 28 and 29 are of sufficient size to supply 

the desired amount of gas to jets 30 in the desired man 
ner wherein a high volume of gas at relatively low pres 
sure contacts the fibrous web. Conveniently, gaseous 
supply means from compressed air, nitrogen, steam and 
the like are connected to tanks 28 and 29. Surge tanks 
28 and 29 are supplied with shut off valves which are 
actuated in accordance with the Swing of the cross lap 
per such as being actuated by limit switches 36 and 37 
or in the like manner desired for the particular cross 
lapping operation. 
While the gaseous jet supply need not be attached di 

rectly to the cross lapping apparatus, it has been found 
to be most desirable as such attachment readily pro 
vides the air flow in the desired direction. It is particu 
larly desirable to position the gas jets so as to direct the 
flow of air at an acute angle away from the side wall of 
the cross lapping apparatus and the path of the web 
falling through such apparatus. In particular, when 
measured as noted in FIG. 2, the angle of jet direction 
formed with the plane of web 9 falling through chute 
13 and passing through the jet openings 30 is an acute 
angle alpha (a ) of about 10 to 70 and more preferably 
about 20° to 60°. Angle alpha is varied, depending on 
the height of the jets 30 above the outlet of chute 13, 
the angle of the cross-lapping swing the width of cross 
lapping and the like. It has been found that by adjusting 
the jet angle so that gas flow from the jets impinges ini 
tially upon the outer fold 32 of the falling web and then 
sweeps forward toward the center of the web with the 
movement of the swinging cross lapper, the most effi 
cient lay down of web is achieved. 
Gas jet means 28 and 29 are preferably positioned on 

the lower ends of doors 14 and 16. The jets 30, as noted 
above, preferably exhaust a relatively high volume of 
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4 
gas such as air from the gas chamber which is main 
tained at a relatively low pressure of about 0.05 to 15 
pounds per square inch gauge pressure. The actual vol 
ume of air exhausted can be varied widely, depending 
on the various factors such as the speed of operation, 
the weight of the web being cross lapped, the width of 
the cross lapped batting and the like. The most pre 
ferred gas pressure and volume of exhaust gas is readily 
determined empirically for the particular web depend 
ing on the weight of the fabric, the strength thereof, the 
air permeability thereof and the like. The jets, of 
course, are regulated so that the velocity does not 
pierce, deform or tear the web being laid down. Nor 
mally, the series of jets will exhaust about 0.5 to 10 
cubic feet of gas per minute in a conventional opera 
tion wherein a web of about 50 inches in width is being 
cross-lapped. In a typical embodiment, jets of about 
one-eighth inch diameter openings, spaced about 2 
inches apart and operated at a gas chamber pressure of 
about 0.1 to 1 pound per square inch gauge have been 
found to provide the desired volume and pressure for 
webs of less than about one-half ounce per square yard. 
As noted above, in place of individual gas jets, a slit 

jet can be used to thereby exhaust a band-like gas 
stream across the length of the web being laid down. In 
such an embodiment, similar gas volumes and pressures 
are used. 
While the invention has been described more partic 

ularly with respect to lightweight webs of substantially 
continuous parallel crimped filaments, it will be readily 
recognized that the present apparatus and method can 
also be used with other types of webs such as staple 
fiber battings, cheesecloth, high yield tricot and the 
like, particularly lightweight materials below about 1 
ounce per square yard. Heavier webs can also be uti 
lized in the present invention to thereby obtain corre 
spondingly good results. 
When the present process is utilized in connection 

with a plenum chamber for blowing the falling web out 
wardly away from the lower opening of the cross lap 
per, thus increasing the width to which the cross lapper 
can lay the web as described in the aforementioned 
Watson application, the presently described air jets are 
preferably synchronized so as not to conflict with the 
initial billowing of the web. 

It will also be recognized that the present process and 
apparatus can be facilitated by the use of a porous or 
foramorous collection means to permit a more rapid 
route of escape for gases held under the falling web. 
Additionally or alternatively, slightly reduced pressures 
or exhaust systems can be used in conjunction with the 
collection means to assist in the increased speed of web 
lay-down. 
The described jets of the present invention can also 

be utilized to serve a multi-function such as for apply 
ing a bonding agent, colorants, solids and the like as 
may be desired along with the blast of gas. 
While there have been described various embodi 

ments of the present invention, the methods and ele 
ments described herein are not intended to be under 
stood as limiting the scope of the invention as it is real 
ized that changes therein are possible. It is intended 
that each element recited in any of the following claims 
is to be understood as referring to all equivalent ele 
ments for accomplishing substantially the same results 
in substantially the same or equivalent manner. It is in 
tended to cover the invention broadly in whatever form 
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its principles may be utilized being limited only by the jets being attached to said traversing means on op 
appended claims. posite sides of said chute for said web, said jets hav 
What is claimed is: ing openings directed outward from said chute at 
1. In an apparatus for cross lapping lightweight webs an acute angle to said chute, and 

by means of a travesing structure which supplies alon 5 ii, means for: (1) synchronizing gas flow such that gas 
gitudinally moving lightweight web onto a moving col- issues alternately from only said gas jets which trail 
lection means by alternately moving a chute for the the t hute, and (2) ov ing the ai falling web in opposite directions across said collection e traversing cnute, an (2) overcoming the air 

buoyancy of the falling web. means while depositing the web in a folded condition 
onto said collection means, the improvement compris- 10 2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said openings of 
ing: said gas jets are directed outward from said chute at an 

i. at least a pair of gas jets for providing a large vol- acute angle of from 10 to 70°. 
ume of relatively low pressure gas, each of said gas :k k >k k k 
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